Xi’s System, Xi’s Men:
After the March 2018 National People’s Congress
Barry Naughton
The National People’s Congress meeting in March launched a significant
administrative reorganization and approved the appointment of a new
generation of economic technocrats. The technocrats are skilled and
generally support market-oriented reforms. The reorganization is
generally market-friendly, but its main purpose is to create a more
disciplined and accountable administration to serve as an instrument for Xi
Jinping.
Last year, after the 19th Communist Party Conference in October, Xi Jinping laid out a
general economic program for the next three years. This March, at the 13th session of the
National People’s Congress, Xi introduced significant changes in the administrative
structure and fleshed out the personnel assignments that will prevail for the next few
years. These changes demonstrate once again how firmly Xi is in control of economic
policy and personnel. Even if Xi had not also changed the constitution to eliminate term
limits for the president (himself) and vice-president, these changes would be enough to
demonstrates Xi’s power and ruling style.
The policy framework laid out at the end of 2017 allows space for renewed system
reforms. As explained in the previous contribution to CLM, successful economic
management in 2017 has permitted Xi to prefer “high quality” growth over “high speed”
growth, and in particular to launch “three battles”: reducing financial risk; eliminating
poverty; and improving the environment.1 While deepening economic conflicts with the
United States have certainly complicated the policy environment, until now the Xi
administration has stuck to this basic policy orientation. The significance of the NPC
meeting thus centers on the administrative reorganization and on the personnel selected.
I begin with personnel, which is simpler and will help in understanding the significance
of administrative changes.

Four New Vice-Premiers: Two Powerful and Two Marginalized
The position of vice-premier is an important one that is rather hard for us outsiders to get
a handle on. Vice-premiers have what we might call “fuzzy defined portfolios.” That is,
there are definitely “slots,” and each vice-premier fills a position roughly the same as one
of his or her predecessors. However, the exact responsibilities are never publicly
announced, and the actual scope of responsibility only emerges as activities are reported
in the press and form a cumulative picture. The NPC appointed four new vice-premiers,
one of whom, Han Zheng, is also a member of the Politburo Standing Committee.
Han Zheng is the executive vice-premier, taking over from Zhang Gaoli. His portfolio is
inclusive, but with a stress on overseeing economic agencies. In April, his chairmanship
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of the Central Party Hong Kong-Macau Work Coordination Group was revealed, another
position taken over from Zhang Gaoli. Han Zheng was mayor of Shanghai for 10 years,
and first party secretary of Shanghai for another five. He has a reputation for competence
and has also navigated successfully through treacherous political currents. As mayor, he
was promoted to acting party secretary in 2006–2007 after the fall of Chen Liangyu, then
reverted to mayor when Xi Jinping was parachuted into Shanghai to serve (briefly) as
party secretary. Han Zheng has been able to maintain good relations with a long list of
rapidly changing patrons and superiors.
By far the most striking and important appointment to vice-premier is that of Liu He, who
now serves as a kind of “economics czar.” As readers of this publication know well, Liu
He’s elevation was also entirely predictable. Already the key economic adviser and
confidant to Xi Jinping, Liu has exercised predominant influence over economic policy
for five years now. Taking over Ma Kai’s “slot” as vice-premier is not in and of itself a
big change for Liu He, but it gives him a more regular and institutionalized platform
within the Chinese system. Liu He’s portfolio is somewhat broader than Ma Kai’s was,
since Liu has taken over at least two functions held by other vice-premiers in the previous
administration. Liu He has assumed oversight of international commercial relations—
primarily negotiations with the United States—which were carried out by Wang Yang in
the previous administration. Liu He has also absorbed technology policy into his
purview, whereas that oversight was exercise by Liu Yandong in the previous
administration.
Liu He is in an extremely strong position, due to his formal positions and his close
relation with Xi Jinping. Moreover, although Liu He has a personally understated
manner, his ambitions for the economy are at least as great as his formal positions. The
press release from the first meeting of the new Deepen Reform Commission had a line
that seems to have come straight out of Liu He’s playbook: “we will use multiple policy
tools, including fiscal, monetary and structural reforms, to bring into play the [diverse]
strengths of government, enterprises, and business association to create a new mechanism
for participation in international macroeconomic policy coordination.”2 Ambitious
indeed, and arguably he will need every tool at his disposal to manage through the
disputes with the Trump administration.
Indeed, Liu He’s position is somewhat exposed. Raised to unprecedented prominence,
riding high in the wake of the economic successes of 2017, Liu He is also vulnerable to
criticism as the Trade War with the United States intensifies. After all, Liu He’s Harvard
Kennedy School degree, fluent English, and ability to understand Americans are part of
his credentials. Yet his ability to talk to the American side has not prevented trade talks
from being repeatedly broken off, Chinese offers rejected out of hand, and gradually
increasing sanctions being applied by both sides. In particular, the cutting-off of ZTE
from American high-tech suppliers, a very serious matter, shows how difficult it is to
come to terms with the Americans. [Please note that days after this was written,
President Trump appeared to revoke the ZTE sanctions via a Sunday-morning tweet.]
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It is quite a drop from these two powerful and capable vice-premiers to the other two.
Sun Chunlan has taken over the health and education portfolio from Liu Yandong, but
without getting oversight over the technology portfolio that Liu Yandong had exercised.
Sun is to ride herd over China’s global ambitions in the educational realm, but her own
educational credentials are remarkably weak. Both her bachelor and graduate degrees
were from correspondence programs, one from Liaoning University (economics) and the
other from the Central Party School (political science).3 People grumble that the post as
secretary of Tianjin Municipality was already well beyond her ability. Perhaps it is just
sexism, or perhaps it is an obsession with credentials, but the suspicion remains that she
has been stuck in the “woman’s slot” to show that Chinese women can also be leaders.
Sun Chunlan had served since 2014 as head of the United Front Work Department of the
party, which was, of course, tipped for significant expansion during this period.
Finally, Hu Chunhua’s authority has also been somewhat circumscribed compared to that
of his predecessor Wang Yang. Wang Yang already had to settle for a somewhat
awkward job portfolio that combined international commercial negotiations and poverty
alleviation. However, Wang played a generally successful role dealing with the
Americans, which gave him substantial visibility. Now Hu Chunhua has taken over the
portfolio, but with Liu He obviously dominating the US negotiation, Hu’s authority is
limited: he showed up recently at an exhibition promoting Chinese brands in Shanghai.
The poverty alleviation task is not trivial, but probably not enough to satisfy an ambitious
politician. Of course, in Hu’s case, the limitation is not competence; quite the contrary.
By general agreement, Hu’s record as Guangdong party secretary, from 2012 to 2017,
was excellent. But Hu is cursed to have been one of the two youngest Politburo members
in 2012, thus making him one of the potential successors to Xi Jinping. At least he is in a
better position than the other young potential successor, Sun Zhengcai, who was
sentenced to life in prison last week.

Liu Kun, New Minister of Finance
Liu Kun, the new minister of Finance, is certainly not well known in China. Born near
Chaozhou, Guangdong, in 1956, he tested into Xiamen University in 1978 and then went
to work in the Guangdong provincial government for more than 30 years. He rose
through the provincial Fiscal Bureau to become vice-governor in 2010, and was then
named vice-minister of Finance in May 2013, moving to Beijing for the first time. He
served two and a half years, filling in as Lou Jiwei’s deputy.4 Liu developed a mastery of
details of the budget process, and coordinated the introduction of “Industrial Guidance
Funds,” which invest fiscal funds into venture capital funds in order to leverage available
capital.5 At the end of 2016, he was moved to the National People’s Congress, where he
served as the head of the sub-committee that oversees the budget, before being called
back to the Ministry of Finance to serve as minister.
Liu Kun thus brings deep experience with local government—at least in a wealthy
province like Guangdong—and demonstrated competence. This skill set should serve
him well. Fiscal reform has been stalled out since 2014, and there are far too many
deferred problems. Now expect Liu Kun to preside over renewed movement. In an
important March speech, Liu Kun explained that the principles had been established upon
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which a new system of central-local fiscal relations could be built.6 These include the
principle that long-term resident population (not household registration population) will
be the basis for progressive equalization of per capita social service outlays. Intergovernmental transfers will be increased. The central government will assign
responsibility for setting different types of outlay standards to the center and localities,
something already done with respect to a number of educational support and welfare
outlays.7 This process is to be extended to more complex and expensive items such as
actual education outlays, medical, transport, and environmental outlays on a sector-bysector basis. Local governments are to be given greater taxation authority, including the
ability to influence the new personal income tax system schedule to roll out soon (which
shifts to an annual tax with deductions for children’s education and medical expenses).8
These announcements may indicate that the ice is finally melting, and that intergovernmental fiscal reforms may begin to inch forward again.

New Financial Leadership
Yi Gang was named head of the People’s Bank of China (PBC) by Premier Li Keqiang
on March 19, 2018. Extremely well qualified, highly intelligent, and with a strong
commitment to market-opening reforms, Yi had already been doing most of the day-today work running the PBC, and was the clear favorite of departing PBC governor Zhou
Xiaochuan. Despite these impressive credentials, Yi Gang was not the front-runner for
the PBC post, particularly given that he emerged from the 19th Party Congress last fall as
only an alternate member of the Central Committee. Yi Gang has two “flaws” for a top
position like this. First, he is a genuinely nice person, and thus may lack the sharp
elbows necessary to survive in the sometimes vicious competition and freewheeling
policy debates that characterize Beijing. Second, he is a true overseas-trained technocrat
with a U.S. economics Ph.D. (University of Illinois) and experience as a U.S. professor
(Indiana). There seems to be a glass ceiling in China that prevents fully socialized
American academics from ascending to authoritative policy-making positions.9 Thus, Yi
Gang’s appointment came as a surprise.
Even more surprising, though, less than a week later, it was announced that Guo Shuqing
would become party secretary of the PBC, and thus Yi Gang’s superior. (Zhou
Xiaochuan had always been both central bank governor and party secretary). Guo
Shuqing had been recalled from Shandong Province to run the China Banking Regulatory
Commission (CBRC) a year ago, and his position had been enhanced when the NPC
voted to fold the country’s insurance regulatory agency into Guo’s CBRC. Both Yi and
Guo are committed market reformers, and they have previously worked together under
Zhou Xiaochuan at the PBC.10 In other respects, they are quite different. Guo definitely
has sharp elbows when needed, and indeed has repeatedly ruffled feathers when he has
tried to accomplish a lot quickly. Harder to pin down, Guo has that combination of
casual camaraderie and subtle aggression which qualifies as communist party leadership
style. Thus, the announcement and the way it was made were very surprising, while the
final outcome hardly seemed surprising at all.
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“Twin Peaks” with Chinese Characteristics
In terms of the financial regulatory system as well, the new arrangement makes some
sense. The new financial regulatory structure rolled out since the 19th Congress has a
hierarchical structure, with a new State Council Financial Stability and Development
Commission (国务院金融稳定发展委员会) at the apex. This commission met once in
November 2017, but has not had a publicly announced meeting since. Presumably Liu
He is the chairman—since his predecessor, Ma Kai, chaired the November 2017
meeting—but this has not been officially confirmed. The creation of this commission
was a straightforward response to the regulatory failures of 2015–2016. The old
regulatory system had clearly failed to deal with financial activities that fell in between
the cracks of traditionally defined sectors. Especially egregious had been the regulatory
failure that allowed “insurance companies” like Anbang, Evergrande, Foresea and
Tian’an to raise billions of dollars in bogus “universal life insurance products.”11 Internet
banking, as exemplified by Alibaba’s Alipay transactions network and Yu’ebao money
market fund also constitute an enormous challenge. The new Financial Stability
Commission was designed both to exercise comprehensive oversight over all financial
activities and to provide guidance for future reform and restructuring.
The system was further integrated by the combination of banking and insurance oversight
in the new China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBIRC), giving it
much greater regulatory scope. The logic is that both banking and insurance are forms of
indirect finance, taking deposits or insurance policy investments, and making investments
separately. The China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) covers direct finance,
in which investors take variable equity stakes in their investments, and which presents
very different regulatory challenges. Moreover, the current head of CSRC, Liu Shiyu,
seems to have things under relative control.
However, the other aspect of regulatory reform presented a challenge to this neat picture.
Loosely patterned on the UK’s “twin peaks” system, the new regulatory structure
strengthens the PBC, the central bank. This is because the central bank takes on macroprudential regulation, which involves looking into commercial bank balance sheets and
making sure they are solvent and stable.12 This gives the PBC broader authority, since it
will now exercise both monetary policy and macro-prudential functions. The other
regulators (CBIRC and CSRC) are expected to focus on “micro” regulation, making sure
that procedures and practices treat customers fairly. Indeed, inspectors from CBIRC
fanned out in April to visit bank branches and check their lending practices, primarily for
consumer and real estate lending.13 This division of responsibilities, in some sense, gives
the old China Bank Regulatory Commission (CBRC) less to do and a lower position in
the hierarchy. By appointing Guo Shuqing PBC Party Secretary, policy-makers reinforce
the regulatory crackdown currently going on, and provide a strong-man system of topdown regulation that is typically Chinese. This is “twin peaks” with Chinese
characteristics.
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Xi’s New Administrative System
The outline of an ambitious party and government reorganization was laid out at the
Third Plenum on February 28, 2018.14 A little over two weeks later, the NPC adopted a
State Council reform plan that is based on the party resolution, but surprised some
observers with its scope and some unanticipated content.15 The basic thrust of the reform
was to create a smaller number of stronger ministries. There have been seven rounds of
government reorganization since 1982, and “super ministries” have been a popular topic
of discussion since 2008. However, past implementation has been uneven—an Energy
super-ministry was never created, although a Transportation super-ministry was—and the
current reform is considerably more thorough than previous proposals.16 Essentially, it
strengthened several ministries by concentrating in them related functions which had
been dispersed among different ministries and independent agencies. This was clearly a
“rationalization” in the sense that it typically gave a single ministry more or less a
monopoly over a given policy area. Some of the big “winners” in the economic area
include:
Ministry of Natural Resources
This new ministry takes over from the previous Ministry of Land and Resources, but
absorbs land planning functions from the National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC); urban planning from the Ministry of Construction, and land
management functions from the Ministry of Agriculture, among others.
Ministry of Ecology and Environment
One of the most striking changes, this expanded Ministry of Environmental Protection
absorbs the climate change portfolio from NDRC; water resources management from the
Ministry of Land and Resources and Ministry of Water Conservation, and a number of
other environmental functions from other agencies.
State Administration for Market Regulation
Based on the former State Administration for Industry and Commerce, this powerful new
body absorbs the State Administration for Quality Control, State Administration of Food
and Drug, and the price administration functions of NDRC. Crucially, it groups together
in its own hands the anti-monopoly functions previously scattered among the three
agencies the NDRC, Ministry of Commerce, and the State Council Anti-Monopoly
Commission Office (which has caused many headaches for foreign firms).
Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST)
MOST will assume control over the National Natural Sciences Foundation (NNSF) and
the Foreign Experts Bureau.
Other important redefinitions greatly strengthen the National Audit Office, the National
Supervision Administration, the National Health Commission, and the new Ministry of
Emergency Management. Somewhat surprisingly, the universally acknowledged “loser”
from this reorganization was the NDRC, which sacrificed several of its most important
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powers. The rationale was to induce it to focus on genuine macroeconomic steerage and
planning, and withdraw from most concrete interventions. This was surprising since the
head of the NDRC, He Lifeng, has been a close follower of Xi Jinping, and his agency
has obviously lost “clout.”
There is much to be said for this reorganization, rationalizing responsibilities and
constraining the ability of NDRC to intervene in an enormous range of economic
situations. We should note that such a strategy has costs as well, which are exemplified
by the decision to put the NNSF under the Ministry of Science and Technology.
Currently, both the NNSF and MOST make research grants to a broad range of scientists
and engineers. However, NNSF sends proposals to outside committees for peer review,
while MOST’s research grants are generally decided in-house and are considered to be
highly politicized. If NNSF’s procedures are submerged into MOST procedures, there
will be a substantial loss in fairness and, ultimately, research efficiency. Of course, it is
possible that MOST will ring-fence NNSF’s grant procedures to protect their relative
integrity, but in that case, why bother to subject NNSF to MOST in the first place?
Similar situations with respect to fragmentation and diversification are evident in other
organizations as well.

Two New Commissions
At the top of the new administrative structure are two commissions that formerly were
“leadership small groups” (LSGs). A key feature of the first five years of Xi Jinping’s
rule had been his use of these two LSGs to directly steer economic policy-making. These
LSGs have now been redefined as commissions. That gives them a higher bureaucratic
rank and more authority to issue documents in their own name.17 Otherwise, it is not
clear what difference this reclassification will make.
The new Central Commission on Comprehensively Deepening Reform (CCCDR) has
already met twice, on March 28 and May 11, 2018.18 Its modus operandi seems to be
virtually unchanged, and its basic structure is also intact (it has a number of Specialized
Reform Groups under its supervision, each headed by a Politburo member, and the
Economics Specialized Group headed by Liu He). Like the previous LSGs it has met for
an afternoon and passed between 10 and 20 documents or resolutions each time.
Periodicity seems unchanged as well. The first meeting seems to have been largely
organizational, whereas much of the attention at the second meeting was devoted to the
ongoing administrative reorganization, which is extending from the central level down
through the localities. The CCCDR has re-articulated its mission more strongly, though:
its purpose is to preside over the restructuring of every aspect of the society, government,
and economy.
The new Central Commission on Finance and Economics (CCFE) has met only once (on
April 2), but seems much more focused on the current policy priorities. It also had to
pass new statutes and procedures, and, perhaps surprisingly, Wang Yang is a member.
The substantive part of the CCFE communiqué was entirely devoted to the “three
battles.”19 Financial de-risking and deleveraging was discussed, with the restatement of
the objective of “stabilizing and then gradually reducing the macroeconomic leverage
7
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rate.” A paragraph each was then devoted to poverty alleviation, and environmental
improvement. It seems the CCFE will be the command post for the three economic
battles Xi is determined to wage, and win, by 2020.

Conclusion
Two clear conclusions spring from this brief description. First, Xi Jinping has assembled
a first-rate economic team in the key jobs, particularly the key financial jobs. The old
warhorses—Zhou Xiaochuan at PBC and Lou Jiwei at the Ministry of Finance—have
stepped down, but their successors are also extremely capable and strongly committed to
market-oriented economic reform. Their jobs will generally be made easier by the
organizational changes that have been effected, including in the regulatory structure of
the financial system. The position of Liu He has been strengthened as well, not just by
his designation as vice-premier and Politburo member, but also by the appointment of
allies to key positions and having aspects of his policy approach incorporated into recent
documents.
Second, while administrative and organizational changes are, on balance, marketfriendly, this is not their main purpose. Their main purpose is to make the hierarchy a
more disciplined and efficient transmitter of top-level commands. Each ministry is
designed to have exclusive control over an issue area so that it can be an effective
instrument for the top leader’s aspirations. The leader’s span of control is reduced, and
the accountability of the bureaucracy to the leader’s commands is enhanced. The
machine that has emerged from the National People’s Congress looks to be leaner and
meaner, and more capable of carrying out the ambitious objectives of the top leadership.
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